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An applied approach to understanding bond markets.  Ã‚Â  Through its applied approach,

Fabozzi&#39;s Bond Markets prepares readers to analyze the bond market and manage bond

portfolios without getting bogged down in the theory. Ã‚Â  This edition has been streamlined and

updated with new content, and features overall enhancements based on previous editionsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

reader and instructor feedback. Ã‚Â 
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Frank J. Fabozzi is professor of finance at EDHEC Business School and a member of the EDHEC

Risk Institute. Fabozzi has authored and edited a number of books on investment management, is

editor of the "Journal of Portfolio Management", and serves on the board of directors of the

BlackRock complex of closed end funds. Fabozzi is the 2007 recipient of the C. Stewart Sheppard

Award given by the CFA Institute. Steven V. Mann is professor of finance at the Darla Moore School

of Business, University of South Carolina. He has coauthored several books, including

"Floating-Rate Securities", "Introduction to Fixed Income Analytics", and "Global Money Markets."

The quality of paper used for this textbook is worse than some paperback books. It is in black and

white when it seems like some parts should be in color. The ink seems to bleed through the back

side of a page. I can't believe I paid the full price $290 for this brand new textbook which was sold

and fulfilled by .com to have it come in this condition. It makes me wonder if this is a counterfeit

version.



I agree with Veritas in that this text and its accompanying solution manual are plagued by errors.The

text, in its examples, has errors throughout the text which makes learning this material extremely

difficult.For example, on page 65, Exhibit 4-5, the answers given read as "Macaulay duration (half

years)", "Macaulay duration (in years)" and "Macaulay duration". The last "Macaulay duration"

should read Modified duration. On page 68, an equation reads "210.62(+0.02) = - 0.2124 =

-21.24%". Do the math here folks! This should read, "-10.62(+0.02) = -0.2124 = -21.24%.Every

chapter that I have read has errors. I am currently working on Chapter 18 and the examples given

calculate the forward rates incorrectly. Page 425 has a 3-year forward rate of 5.58%, It should be

5.611.I guess someone could say, "You're being anal here. What's the difference between 5.58%

and 5.611%?"The Author, publisher and editor should be ashamed of themselves.Keep in mind

folks, this is a SEVENTH EDITION!I couldn't find any errata available on the publishers site either.I

realized students don't have any say in what text is assigned in class, so you're stuck if this is the

case.At least, I've warned students that there are more mistakes in this text than a speech by Vice

President Joe Biden.

Book was in relatively good condition as described, but a little more worn than would have liked. Still

a good purchase for the price! This book has been heavily used in my bond analysis class and has

a few errors here and there but overall a good textbook as far as explaining topics.

Great book for fixed income.

This book covers the bond market in incredible depth. However, it does so in an incredibly dry and

impossible to read sort of way. Also the examples in the book are so riddled with typos that it is

possible to tell whether or not your coming to the right solution when you try problems

yourself.There is also no sort of answer key in the book at all so its impossible to test yourself on the

concepts presented.

BE CAREFUL if you want to buy this item at . I bought it for $170, and turns out  sent me a paper

back one. I looked up my friend's book, the hard cover one sucks so bad because it is so thick

(almost three times as the real hardcover book)
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